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University of Hawai i Press, United States, 2013. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English .
Brand New Book. The concept of security has undergone significant change in the past few
decades. Traditionally thought of in terms of the state-centric, militarily focused, realist discourse,
the concept of security has been broadened to include a greater number of potential threats and an
increased number of relevant actors. Yet, despite the great changes in security scholarship, the vast
majority of studies on North Korea continue to focus primarily on the country s nuclear weapons
program, its military, and other traditional security issues surrounding Pyongyang. While North
Korea captures headlines with its aggressive behaviour and growing nuclear arsenal, the ground-
level threats to average, everyday North Koreans go largely unnoticed. This groundbreaking volume
seeks to refocus research on North Korean security from the traditional to largely unexplored non-
traditional security (NTS) issues.In the wake of political succession to Kim Jung Un, the issue of non-
traditional security is increasingly important. From the lasting effects of the famine of the 1990s to
continued food shortages and the growing marketisation of North Korean society, the Pyongyang
regime is facing diverse and unprecedented challenges. This book offers cutting-edge analyses of
emerging...
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ReviewsReviews

Good eBook and helpful one. It really is writter in straightforward words and phrases and never confusing. I am just e ortlessly could possibly get a
enjoyment of looking at a published book.
-- Romaine Rippin-- Romaine Rippin

The book is great and fantastic. it absolutely was writtern very properly and beneficial. It is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin
to read the book.
-- Lyda Davis II-- Lyda Davis II
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